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Memorial.

- In the present war, French troops and franctireurs have
in a flagrant manner violated the regulations agreed upon
in the Geneva Convention and ratified by Germany and
France for the purpose of mitigating the conditions of the

wounded and sick belonging to the armies in the field.

Out of the large number of known cases, those will be

cited which, through judicial examination or official report

have indisputably been proved.

One of the first principles of martial law, heading the

Geneva Convention, is, that the wounded and sick of the

hostile army shall be treated in the same manner as the

wounded and sick belonging to one's own army (article i

paragraph i ). This principle has been set at nought by

French troops and franctireurs, who have not only ill-

treated the wounded Germans who fell into their hands,

but have also robbed them and in some cases barbarously

mutilated and murdered them (appendix i— 8).

Through the articles 6 and 1 4 of the Geneva Convention

a special protection for the mobde ambulance corps is

provided for. In opposition to these regulations French

troops have attacked German motor cars carrying the

wounded (appendix 6) and shot at ambulance cars (ap-

pendix 11— 14) although the emblem of the Red Cross

was distinctly recognisable; they have also attacked Ger-

man field hospitals and robbed them of their staff and of

their equipments (appendix 7).
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Further, it has been proved, that French troops have
violated the international law by a breach of the con-
ditions mentioned in article 9 of the Geneva treaty, which
demands the protection of the ambulance corps belonging
to the fighting armies and even insists on them being
treated as neutral. From the appendix it can be seen,
that the leader of an ambulance corps was arrested and
dragged away (appendix 9) by a leader of French troops,
and a doctor, who was trying to help a wounded man,'
was shot (appendix 10) by French troops; further, doctors
and the accompanying staff of an ambulance car were
fired at (appendix 1 1), ambulance men were also attacked
wounded, kiUed (appendix 1 2-1 4) or taken prisoners
(appendix 1 5) by French troops and franctireurs, while
they were engaged in rescuing the wounded. In the same
manner a German army chaplain was also taken prisoner
by French troops and treated like a common criminal
(appendix 8).

It is with great indignation, that the Imperial German
Government brings this breach of international law and
this scandalous want of humanity towards the wounded
German soldiers, German ambulance corps, and German
ambulance staff to the notice of the public at large and
earnestly protests herewith against the unheard of viola-
tion of a world convention which was drawn up between
all civilised states.

Berlin, October 10th

, 1914.
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Appendix j.

Court martial examination of grenadier, Peter Hanseler, of

the Garde-Ersatz-Brigade.

Transacted in Biwak Wald, east of Mississippi

Farm, on the j
th

of September, 19 14. at six

o'clock p. m.

In the presence of the judicial officer of the 3
rd

battalion

of the Garde-Ersatz-Brigade the grenadier, Peter Hanseler

of the 2
nd company appears and under oath makes the

following statements with respect to what took place on

September 5
th

, 1914, on the railway bridge crossing the

Meurthe north of Rehainviller.

Early on the 5
th

of September the rifle column of the

2
nd company was sent out in advance, with the order to

occupy the railway bridge crossing the Meurthe north of

Rehainviller. The rifle column took possession of the east

bank of the Meurthe from which position it was possible

to cover the bridge and western bank of the ?

river with

fire. I was on the extreme right wing of the column, and

had the order to watch the hill and the land lying oppo-

site. When the order for retreat was given, I got stuck

in a swamp; before I succeeded in freeing myself, the

rifle column had disappeared and as the French had

crossed the river, retreat was impossible for me. In order

not to be taken prisoner, I pretended to be dead, hoping

to find an opportunity later on of creeping through to
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our troops. While I lay there, I noticed the following
proceedings: the French kicked the men of our column
who had fallen and, if they gave a sign f life through a
cry or a groan, then I heard that followed up by shots-
they also kicked me, but after what I had seen, I gave no
sign of life, and it is only owing to this fact, that I was
not shot as well. When darkness set in. I turned my
attention to my wounded comrades and saw that, judging
by the position they were lying in. those wounded neigh-
bours were evidently dead, although they had been only
slightly wounded in the morning. By aid of the dark-
ness, I succeeded in creeping to my corps.

Read aloud, approved, signed,

signed: Peter Hanseler.

Attested.

signed: von Alt Stutterheim,
A. D. C. and judicial officer.
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Appendix 2.

Court martial examination of the mounted rifleman

Franz Mevissen of the Mounted Rifle Regiment No. 7.

Present: Wagner, Senior Military Judge, Voetsch, Senior

Military Legal Sec.

Transacted at Mersch on the march from Luxem-
burg to Diekirch, September i I

th

, 19 14.

The mounted rifleman Mevissen, 4"' Squadron, Mounted

Rifle Regiment No. 7 appears, and, reminded of the signifi-

cance of an oath, declares:

a) personal particulars: Franz, 22 years ofage, Roman
Catholic

;

b) relating to facts: I can give evidence of the

following

:

After the encounter with three French squadrons on

September 7
th

, about 1 o kilometers southwest of Arlons

on Belgian territory, I had hidden myself during the

night under a straw rick. From my hiding place, I saw

that wounded German mounted riflemen, who were still

alive, were pierced through by the French with their

lances. In the clear night, I saw them going about on

the battlefield and here and there stabbing prostrate rifle-

men who gave any sign of life. One rifleman, who raised

himself up over his horse, was at once stabbed to death.

Read aloud, approved, signed,

signed: Mounted Rifleman Mevissen.

Took place, as above,

signed: Wagner. signed: Voetsch.

3
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Appendix
jf.

Law Court examination of the musketeer Miindel, Infantry

Regiment No. 138.

Imperial Lower Court.

Present: Judge of the Lower Court Brehmer, as judge,

Sec. of the Lower Court Brubacher, as CJerk of the Court.

Hoclifelden, September 25
th

, 19 14.

Brought before the Court and identified by the Er-

satzreservist Josef Schulte from Backum, near Herten,

borough of Recklinghausen, the musketeer Theodor Miin-

del, Inf. Reg. No. 138, 9
th company, born January 30

th

,

1892 in Romansweiler, Alsace, Protestant, makes the

following statements: On August 25
th

, 19 14, at a little

place near Luneville, I was injured on the left shoulder

by an infantry bullet.

We were already engaged in a close fight with the
French, who were only about 30 meters distant from us.

Several Frenchmen passed the spot where I was lying,

and all of them, with one exception, carried bayonets and
knapsacks; the one who had neither bayonet nor knap-
sack, had a revolver and a sword. A soldier (Gefreiter)
was lying near me and this man asked him, in broken
German, where he was wounded. The Gefreite answered:
"on my foot" and pointed to the place. Upon this the
Frenchman shot the Gefreite through the head. Just at
this time the French began attacking the German position.
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A few minutes later the Gefreite died. About a quarter

of an hour later the French passed me again in returning

through the wood, and in doing so one of the French-

men struck me on the right temple with the thick end

of his bayonet, and also on the left shoulder, where I was

already injured. From the blow on the temple I received

a wound over the right eye which bled. This wound

sloped to the righthand side of the eyebrows. To this I

would add, that the French must have seen, that I was

already wounded on the left shoulder, because I was lying

flat on the ground, with my head resting on my knap-

sack, and the blood from the wound on the left shoulder

oozing through the uniform.

Read aloud, approved, signed.

signed: Mundel.

signed: Brehmer. signed: Brubacher.

3*
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Appendix 4.

Law Court examination of the musketeer Kampen of the
78 th

Inf. Reg. and of the directing physician Dr. Schlichthorst
of the reserve hospital in Aurich.

Royal Lower Court.

Present: Court Councillor Dieken as judge, Recorder
Flemer as law clerk.

Transacted at Aurich in the reserve hospital,

September 29
th

, 191 4.

There appeared and witnessed as follows

:

1
.
The witness Kampen whose attention was drawn

to the signification and holiness of the oath, declared:
ad personam: My name is Gerd Kampen, am 22 years

of age, Lutheran confession, musketeer in Osnabriick in
the 8

th company of the 78
th

Infantry Regiment.
ad rem: On the 29

th
of August in the battle of

St. Quentin, near the village Guise, I was wounded by
a shot in the right knee and left lying on the battle field.
Towards 9.30, after our troops had drawn back, about
50 French soldiers, led by several officers appeared on
the field. They crossed it in zig-zag lines, and I could
see that the soldiers with their bayonets stabbed at those
who were lying wounded on the ground. In this way
they stabbed a wounded man, who was lying only about
10 steps away from me. When he cried aloud for help
a French officer shot him in the mouth with his pistol
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killing him outright. I know for certain, that the man
who did this was an officer.

Then they came over to me. I lay as if I were dead;

they stabbed at me several times with their bayonets,

but as they did not pierce deeply, I was only slightly

wounded. They turned me over with the points of their

bayonets, and one stab was driven from the right side

straight through the helmet and wounded me between

the 3
rd and little finger of the left hand, which, I suppose,

was resting on the left side of my head.

The enemies treated several other wounded men in a

similar manner and then drew back as Prussian troops

appeared on the scene.

Read aloud, approved, signed,

signed: Gerd Kampen.

The witness confirmed these statements under oath.

2 . Dr. Schlichthorst as expert reminded of the signi-

ficance and holiness of the oath, declared

:

ad personam : My name is Ludwig Julius Paul Schlicht-

horst, I am 44 years of age, of Lutheran religion, practi-

sing physician in Norderney, at the present time appoin-

ted physician in the reserve hospital in Aurich, in Adams-

Garten.

ad rem: When the wounded man in question was

brought into the hospital, apart from the chief wound on
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the right knee, I saw several slight wounds, which were
already partially healed, while others were in a good
healing condition. According to the wounded man's
statement, those injuries or scars were caused by stabs
from a bayonet directed against him by French soldiers

while he lay wounded on the battle field. Judging from
the nature and appearance of the wounds, I place no
doubt in the correctness and authenticity of the state-

ments made by the wounded man.

Read aloud, approved, signed,

signed: Br. Schlkhthorst.

The expert took the required oath,

signed: Dieken. signed: Flemer.
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Appendix 5.

Statement made by the head physicians Dr. Neumann and
Dr. Griinfelder of the Bavarian Pioneer Regiment, to the

Haltingplace Headquarters of the 7th army with respect to

the robbery and mutilation of German soldiers near Orchies.

Valenciennes, September 26th
. 19 14.

The I
st
Battalion of the Bavarian Pioneer Regiment

received the order to attack a place called Orchies, 24 kilo-

meters from Valenciennes. While the battalion was still

about 500 meters from Orchies, the leading men noticed

the corpse of a German comrade of the Landwehr Regi-

ment No. 35 lying in the ditch. They at once noticed

that with all the dead men the same conditions prevailed,

i. e. that the corpse was robbed of shoes, stockings and

all distinctive marks. The man had been shot in the

hack, but now lay on the back and had mouth and nose

stuffed full of sawdust. The right arm was stiffened in

a defending position as was the case with most of the

men found there. The rigidity of death had not yet

relaxed.

After further search on the large field we found 20

more soldiers of the same regiment. One man, who lay

about 200 meters from the windmill of the place, had

received a wound on the right ear, but as the injury was

only a flesh wound, he had been afterwards barbarously

mutilated; the left ear was cut off, the face hlue red in
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consequence of the suffocation from which he died; mouth,

nose and eyes were stuffed with sawdust and the throat

showed signs of throttling. In a circle of about 20 yards

the grass was completely trodden down, showing that

the barbarity was the work of several persons. Along
with those mentioned, there was a vice sergeant major,

whose skull had been smashed, so that the brain oozed out.

A fourth man showed a cut on the left temple which could

not have been fatal, This man's third finger was cut off

at the joint and four bullet holes were visible in the

abdomen, all showing the smoke of the powder and so

proving that the shots were fired close to the body aimed
at; the bullet hole openings corresponded to four bullet

holes on the back. Besides those mentioned, five other

men had been slain by blows. Their bodies showed
only injuries which could have been brought about by
blunt force. One man had received a grazing shot, which
tore away the chin and upper hp. The face was blackened
from the smoke of powder and the edges of the wounds
burned, proving the immediate proximity of the shot
which had been fired. The height of barbarism seems
to have been reached by the people of the district, to-

wards one man whose eyes had been stabbed out. The
right eye was a mere cavity, the lefteye had run out. With
this man the cause of death could only be traced back
to those injuries. From the ascertained facts it could
be gathered, that a large number of the men had fallen
unwounded into the hands of their enemies, who had
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tried to hinder a possible escape by cutting the men's

braces, cutting off all the buttons and robbing them of

their shoes. Not a single man was found with a ring on

his hand, although the place where the ring had been

worn was distinctly visible.

The I
st
Battalion of the Bavarian Pioneer Regiment

buried the 2 1 men in three graves, on the road situated

500 meters south-east from Orchies. In several cases the

names of the fallen men have been ascertained.

signed: Dr. Neumann^

Head physician of the Bavarian

Pioneer Regiment, 1 st Battalion,

1 st Reserve Company.

signed: Dr. Griinfelder,

Head physician of the Reserve

Bavarian Pioneer Regiment,

1 st Battalion, 2nd Company.
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Appendix 6.

Report of the 76th Infantry Regiment to the Headquarters

of the Army.

Betliencourt, September 10th

, 1914.

On September 8
th two motor cars with the Geneva flag,

engaged in transporting wounded men, were attacked in

Foret dominale by a French bicycle troop under an offi-

cer's leadership. The wounded and the attendants were
murdered and robbed. Only two of the wounded escaped
and have made this statement to the army surgeon of
their battalion, who passed them on to the ambulance
company in Gondreville on the 9

th
of September.

signed: Schuster,

Commander of the Regiment.

Appendix 7.

Report of the army surgeon of the 2nd Army to the head
of the Field Ambulance at Central Headquarters.

Warmerville, September 26 th

, 19 14.

Field infirmary of the 2
ndArmy Corps in Peronne robbed

of its staff and aU equipments; hundreds of the wounded
without attention.

signed: Scheibe,

General head physician.
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Appendix cP.

Extract from a report made by the Roman Catholic Field

Chaplain, Redemptorist priest Bernhard Brinkmann concerning

his arrest in France.

Luxemburg, September 2 I
st

, 1 9 1
4.

On September 7
th

,
subsequent to the fighting at Ester-

nay, I went to Trefols in my capacity as German Field

Chaplain, to look after the wounded. They had, however,

as I discovered, already been removed and I only found

three tired soldiers who had stayed behind. After a

while, a French cavalry patrol with a captain turned up

unexpectedly. The soldiers fled but I remained. The

captain declared at once, that nothing would happen to

me; that I was free; instead of this however, I was led

away by the gendarmery and put into a dirty prison with-

out a window. I was hungry and thirsty but received

nothing to eat or drink.

On the next morning about 38 prisoners were put along

with me. We had to make a march of about 25— 30 kilo-

meters without getting anything to eat during all this

time. On the next morning we were transported further

by train. After passing a few stations, I was separated

from the other prisoners and handed over to another

police force, wherenpon I was conducted to another train,

all the time exposed to insults and threats. There I found

French civilians who were chained. The chain was re-

moved from one hand of one of these men and put around
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my left wrist. The man next to me was a regular French

vagabond of about 60 years of age, with dirty clothing

and a bundle of rags on his back. I was chained to him

during three whole days and one night. In this condition

we passed through many villages, insulted and jeered at

by the population.

On the first evening, I begged leave to have the chain

removed for a moment, so as to enable me to put it on

my overcoat, as a protection against the damp resting

place. The man answered roughly, "that's not neces-

sary", and went out with the light. We got nothing to

eat or drink, neither on that evening, nor on the next

morning, and it was only due to the tiredness of our cus-

todian, that we had not to walk much on that day, but

were transported in a vehicle. In the evening we ar-

rived at Maisons, where a short examination took place

in a general's quarters. Then on to the next gendarmery,

where everything was taken away from me: my watch,

my money and even my braces, and in this condition I was

compelled to march more than 20 kilometers the next

day. Although I was in possession of the documents prov-

ing my identity, and had presented them, the Red Cross

badge was removed from my arm.

At last on Friday the 1

1

th
of September we came to Cha-

teau-Thierry. At about 5 o'clock I was led up for a court-

martial examination. Late that evening I was taken back
to prison. The next morning at 8 o'clock a dispatch about

me (this document is now in my possession) reached the
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police authorities, but although this contained my full

acquittal and order of release, it was kept secret from me

and in spite of this verdict, I was detained three full days

as a prisoner at the station of Chateau-Thierry.

In consequence I had an opportunity as «an eye and ear

witness to take note of the following circumstances. At

the station I found about 300 prisoners who were nearly

all either ill or wounded. When the French had entered

Chateau-Thierry they went to the infirmaries and hospi-

tals where the Germans were lying, examined their be-

longings and took with them anything they fancied, es-

pecially money and watches. We were all placed in an

open goods-shed, 300 prisoners all in a small space about

5—7 meters broad and 10—12 meters long. One side

of the shed was quite open, and the other side had open-

ings through which the wind and rain could freely enter.

Exposed to rain and storm the wounded lay there day

and night on the stone paving which only here and there

was covered with a thin layer of broken bits of straw.

The greater number of the wounded had no mantle and

some
&

of them no head covering. In the shed there were

two places more sheltered against the weather and with

more straw, but in the evening the wounded were driven

away from these places and the custodians monopolised

them for themselves.

Our food at the station was composed of mouldy ration

bread. The streaks of mould went mostly through the

whole bread, and with respect to the care of the pn-
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soners wounds, things were just as bad. Many of them

had not had their bandages renewed for eightdays ; several

men begged to have this done on Sunday morning, but

the request was not granted until Sunday evening, when
he order was given, that the badly wounded, whose

bandages absolutely needed renewing, might apply to

have this done. They were then led to the German doctors,

who were still in Chateau-Thierry and who found it ab-

solutely necessary to detain three of the men for imme-

diate operation, as their lives were already endangered

by the condition they were in.

I beg to add several details : at the station at Chateau-

Thi(;rry, I saw a French soldier cutting the skin off a pear

and throwing the parings onto the ground. A wounded
man begged him by means of a handsign, to allow him
tto eat the parings. Before the Frenchman allowed this,

hoAvever, he first trod on the skins with his dirty boot,

only then was the German soldier allowed to take them up
and devour them. On another occasion, a Frenchman
threw away a piece of bread, which fell to the ground
near the wounded men. but another Frenchman was quick
to kick it away so far. that the wounded men could no
longer reach it. I also once saw a French military police-

man kick a, prisoner during the transport from Esternay
to Sezanne.

signed: P. Bernhard Brinkmann,
Redemptorist, Roman Catholic Field Chaplain, belonging

to the i 4"> Division of the V1I«> Army Corps.
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Report of the Imperial Circuit Director to the Headquarters

of the 3rd Army Corps in Saarbriicken.

Chateau-Salins, August 7
th

. 19 14.

From the mayor of Vic I received the following com-

munication i. e. that the town of Vic was taken posses-

sion of by two squadrons of French cavalry and one

company of infantry. The French at once enquired after

the postoffice, standing in front of which they found an

ambulance corps which had just been formed under the

leadership of the Junior Judge Eyles, who along with all

the others, wore the Geneva Badge on his arm. The major

wanted to greet the ambulance corps as men who had

been freed, which, however, the Junior Judge Eyles sharp-

ly rejected. He was at once arrested, and later on the

French took him along with them.

signed: Back.
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Appendix 10.

Report of the 27th Division (2
nd Royal Wurttembergers) to

the Army Headquarters.

Diedenhofen, August 14
th

, 1914-

According to positive testimony of eye-witnesses, the

head physician of the 1

9

th Uhlans Regiment (Squadron

Landbeck) Dr. Stamer, was shot from close rang near

Villers la Montagne, not by franctireurs but by French

bicycle troops.

The head physician Dr. Stamer was sent back by the

cavalry captain Landbeck to attend to an injured Uhlan.

The French troops could not help seeing the Red Cross

Badge and so this case is a palpable breach of internatio-

nal law by regular French troops.

signed: Count von Pfeil.
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Appendix II.

Report of the Battalion physician of the 2nd Battalion of the

Landwehr-Infantry-Regiment No. 123.

Andolsheim, August 23" 1

. 1914.

I report, that during the fight at Gunzbach on

August 19
th

. 1914. the enemy fired at the "Red Cross'*.

Together with the assistant physician Dr. Futterer, I

bandaged the wounded while still in the line of fire and

later on in a bandaging place in Gunzbach. The fact of

being fired at by the enemy could not up till then be

pronounced intentional. As, however, there was a pause

in the fighting, and the shooting stopped, eacli attempt

to bring the wounded into suitable rooms in the vicinity

was impeded by the ambulance men being fired at.

The ambulance waggon, distinguishable by the large

"Red-Cross-Flag" was covered by quick fire when it

started, and one of the attendants was killed. The as-

sistant physician Dr. Futterer and I were the last to leave

Gunzbach and were under a violent attack of musketry

fire on a stretch of ground covering about 500 meters.

Owing to the fact that the weather was clear and the

enemy only about 400 yards distant, it must be con-

cluded that the sign of the "Red Cross" was intentionally

disregarded.

signed : Mallenberyy,

Battalion physician.
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Appendix 12.

Report of the 6th Infantry-Division to the Headquarters of

the 3 rd Bavarian Army Corps.

Arracourt, August 27
th

, 11 a.m.

On the afternoon of August 26 th
in the vicinity of

Maixe, the battlefield, situated in front of the present

fighting line of the Division, was searched by patrols of

ambulance carriers belonging to the ambulance company,

in order to find wounded men who might have been left

behind.

These patrols were shot at and dispersed by French

infantry, regardless of the sign of the '"Red Cross" and

at the present time there are still about 100 members of

this ambulance company missing.

signed: von Gebsattel.
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Appendix ijj.

Report of the Haltingplace delegate Count Reichenbach to

the substitute military inspector of the voluntary Sick-

Nursing Department in Berlin.

Valenciennes, September 24
th

. 19 14.

Yesterday in the neighbourhood of the chief Halting-

place here, in a district which was considered safe and

has an ambulance-transport-brigade of its own, 1 3 men

of the voluntary ambulance corps were, in spite of their

Red Cross Badge, attacked by the populace during their

efforts to bring in the wounded. Six of our men dead,

one wounded. Reports of the cross-examination will

follow later, also as far as possible the papers and certi-

ficates of the fallen men.

signed: Count Reichenbach.
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Appendix 14.

Report of the Commander of the 2nd Ambulance Company

to the 10th Infantry Division.

St. Maurice, September 24
th

, 1914.

( )n the 22
nd

inst. wlien the attendants of the 2
nd Ambu-

lance ( 'ompany were occupied in searching for the wound-

ed on the battle field, about 40—50 men of the enemy's

infantry, under the leadership of two officers, suddenly

issued from the east corner of the St. Remyer forest.

Although it was impossible for them not to have seen

that they had only ambulance men before them, engaged

in carrying the wounded by means of litters, or looking

for the wounded while they carried the stretchers, and

although they also could not have avoided seeing the am-

bulance waggon which stood close by, still they at once

opened a violent fire on the ambulance men and waggon,

situated only about 50 yards off, and some of them even

rushed at the ambulance waggon with the cry: "Vive la

France", shot the three wounded men who had already

been placed in it, the driver, the soldier in charge and

the 2 horses.

Through those proceedings of the French, the 2 Am-
bulance Companies lost 8 men who were killed, 9 badly

wounded, 2 slightly wounded. The most of those ambu-

lance men still left, have also slight wounds from grazing

shots.

signed: Vecker,

Cavalry Captain and Commander.
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Appendix 75.

Report of the Chief Surgeon of the Landwehr t attached

to the Field Infirmary 1, to the acting Generalkommando of

the 14th Army Corps.

Ulm, September 23
rd

. 19 14.

When the German troops and field-hospitals of the

I
st

, 4
th

,
10th

, 11
th and 14

th Army Corps drew off on the

1 I
th
of September, 19 14, 5 infirmary attendants belonging

to the Field Infirmary 1 of the 1

4

th Army Corps remained

with me in Baccarat, to nurse both German and French

severely wounded men. The 5 attendants were removed

to Rambervillers on September 1

4

th
, 1 9 1 4 by the French

military authorities ; there they were treated as prisoners

and a French gendarm took the Geneva neutrality badge

away from them. In the same way I was also brought

to Rambervillers on September 14
th

, 19 14, and sent to

Switzerland on the 18
th

of September, 19 14, deprived of

my 5 ambulance men ; in spite of my urgent request to

have them along with me, I was only told:

"ce ne sont plus vos hommes"!

The names of those ambulance attendants who were

detained in opposition to the Geneva Convention are

:

1 . Robert Kom, medical-staff corporal ofthe Reserv 1

.

2. Alfons Fischer, Gefreiter, ambulance attendant of

the Reserve.



3. Johann Alois Schuster, Grefreiter, ambulance at-

tendant of the Reserve.

4. Hermann Eckel, ambulance attendant.

5. Walter Reinhardt, ambulance attendant.

signed: Dr. Starck.






